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post-trade processing:
The new imperative

Masterclass

Banks’ back offices globally were exposed by the recent crisis as inefficient, lacking
in scalability and ripe for increased regulatory scrutiny. Policy-makers and
regulators, meanwhile, began to call for the creation of centralised industry
utilities, in a bid to reduce the systemic risk associated with the trading, processing
and clearing of a variety of complex products. In The Banker’s second Masterclass
on the subject, Philippe Chambadal, CEO of SmartStream, a middle and back-office
processing technology provider, discusses in more detail the scope and depth of the
emerging regulatory agenda, the growing pressure on the back-office cost structure,
and the ever-more compelling arguments for moving post-trade processing towards
a utility model. writer Michelle Price
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■ What lessons do you
think the crisis has delivered to banks’ back offices
globally?
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It has offered a number of lessons. The first is
that, while obviously the financial services
industry has a huge IT spend, the IT spend
did not work and some of the business processes had to be retaught. The other aspect is
that the risk controls in place were also lacking and it was impossible for the system to
isolate problem banks. That calls for new
regulations.
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■ In terms of regulators,
who is exerting the most
pressure on the back office
and is this pressure
stronger in any particular
regions?
The UK’s Financial Services Authority (FSA)
is certainly very active: it has pushed for new
regulation in terms of cash management and
liquidity management and these are benefiting the industry as a whole.
The Federal Reserve is also looking to
introduce similar rules. At the same time, the
European Central Bank is pushing very hard
for new initiatives in terms of managing the
reference data – which is a huge problem for
the industry.

■ You mentioned the FSA
liquidity risk regulations:
can you explain a little more
about how these particular
provisions are affecting the
management of the posttrade process?
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A recent study suggests that some 75% of
banks do not have appropriate tools to manage collateral and cash and the new rules are
going to push the banks to retool in terms of
their liquidity risk management operations.
This will impact all the back-office processes
and tools.

■ Are there any other pieces
of regulation in the pipeline
that you believe will
directly impact the posttrade process or is the
pressure more indirect?
The regulators are going to push for straightthrough processing (STP). This used to be a
bad word but it is becoming a very topical
buzz-word. I think everybody needs to move
towards STP: there is no excuse to take three
days or three weeks to process a trade. Everything needs to be sorted intraday.

■ What kind of key performance indicators are the regulators going to look for in
terms of judging back-office
improvements?
The first one is the STP rate. If you have 95%
or 98% of throughput, you obviously do not
have a major problem. But it depends on the
asset classes. For US cash equities, banks
have a very high rate of STP throughput,
which is usually in the high 90s. If you look
at the over-the-counter (OTC) products,
however, especially where these are crossborder, you may have a throughput rate of
about 70%. In the OTC world, half of the
post-trade processes are performed by hand
and that is clearly unacceptable.
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■ What is driving the banks
to retool in the back office:
operational risk or cost?
Today, cost and efficiency are the big drivers.
The costs have risen in the past 10 years. The
ratio of front-office costs to back-office costs
has gone the wrong way. It used to be a ratio of
1 to 0.5 but now the ratio is 1 to 1.5. The front
office is footing the bills for the back office. As
costs rise dramatically, the banks just cannot
afford not to become more efficient. They have
to make drastic changes in the cost structure.

■ As certain types of trading
become commoditised and
margins decline, or volumes
fall, does this exert further
pressure on cost structure?
Yes. When you run these operations in house,
your cost structure is pretty much fixed. If
you have a drop in volume, the cost structure
remains the same which creates a very large
cost exposure.

■ Are the challenges in
this regard any greater in
particular geographies? For
example, in regions where
labour is cheaper are banks
less concerned about moving to a more scalable cost
structure?
The location of the staff does not matter as
much as the sophistication of the bank – and
because a lot of the US and European banks
have offshored their back offices to India,
they have the same cost benefit. The issues
relate more to how much legacy IT there is in
place, how inflexible or flexible these systems
are and how they can adapt to a new asset
class and new structured products. That is
where the difficulty lies for the banks, so if
they are expanding their product coverage
then they need to re-tool much more quickly
than others.

■ Beyond the regulators,
are the banks’ clients now
asking more questions about
the post-trade process?
There is no question about it. The client is a
very important factor. Some of the large
hedge funds have decided to calibrate the
size of the trades according to how efficient
the counterpart is and how good its back
office is. That is the essence of the problem:
you are only as good as your counterparties’
systems. So the hedge funds are putting tremendous pressure on the prime brokers and
the custodians to improve their throughput
rates and their client service.

■ That is an interesting
point: no-one is acting in
isolation. What does that say
for the utility model that is
being championed more and
more of late? Is there a
growing acceptance of the
utility model for backoffice processes?
Very much so. A couple of years ago the large
banks were seeing the back office as a differentiator and that trend has reversed. What
matters is having a good back office, but it
does not matter if you own it or not, and we
see large banks very interested in moving the
processes in the back office outside and into
a utility-type model. Some banks are still
using faxes for order confirmation and that
has to disappear. I think the utility model
will help move everyone to a higher level of
efficiency: even if you spend hundreds of
millions of dollars fixing your problem, there
is still nothing you can do about your counterparties’ systems.

The issues
■ lessons of the
crisis
■ regulations in the
pipeline
■ importance of cost
and efficiency
■ industry opinion on
the utility model
■ migration
challenges
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■ How can you persuade the
banks to think in the same
way?
For me it is about ‘what is the value-add?’
Post-trade processing is nothing unique. So I
think if you conceptualise all the business
processes you have in the back office and
accept that there is nothing unique about it,
and you have a bottleneck that needs to be
eliminated, moving to a utility model reduces
the problem for the whole industry. A lot of
the back-office systems, especially when outsourced, are running batch – the opposite of
real-time. The world needs to move to realtime processes so if there is an issue, a bank
or institution can be isolated so that the
problem does not spread out to the rest of the
system.

■ Are the banks beginning to
wake up to the issues?
Absolutely. If you have hundreds of people
and distributed groups working on this, the
only way out is to externalise these services.

■ But is there a migration or
transition challenge in
doing this?
There are two choices. Either banks can move
to a software as a service model where they
transfer the operations onto an external webbased platform and there is no migration in
that sense, or we can a lift out the functions.
So the migration is very light. The bank will
make a choice on how much of its operations
it is prepared to relinquish.
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